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Etrian odyssey 5 guide

The Yggdrasil Maze hides countless dangers in Etrian Odyssey 5: Beyond the Myth. Heck, even the first group of monsters you can and will kick your teeth if you're not prepared. Therefore, if you ever hope to survive the Labyrinth, you absolutely must have your mind about you all the time. It's not easy, but fortunately, there are a few things you can do to
improve not only survival, but also performance in Labyrinth.Etrian Odyssey 5 Beginner's GuideNew Guilds should take extra care and cover all its basics at the entrance to the Labyrinth. Be sure to put at least one of each race in your party, get all the important overworld skills, often stock up on the market, meticulously detail the map, look up the stairs
when you find them, and avoid enemies like a plague. Make a party with at least one of each raceThere are four character races to shove into your 5-person event, and you'll need them all in Etrian Odyssey 5. Each race has special racial skills that use the Union indicator in combat or otherwise increase your overall skills. For example, Celestrians have
access to the Mana Detection skill, which is necessary to interact with the Magic Barrier on Tier 1. On the other hand, therians gain access to the Brutal Force skill at Level 5, which can be used to get heavy items out of the way later. Access to any racing skill is absolutely crucial for exploring the maze and performing tasks. Spend points on important early
onworld skills ondon't make the same mistake I made and neglect your overworld skills early on. Overworld skills are essential for gathering new materials and reaching new areas of the Labyrinth. Just have one character spec to fish, get another to pick up foraging, and let someone else learn animal care. Souching and mining are also very important. First,
get out of these skills so you never have to worry about them again. Often stock up on MarketplaceI know two main things you need to keep in stock: Supplies and equipment. You probably don't want to be exploring the dungeon without any healing supplies, especially at low levels, so it's a good idea to pick up some Medicas. Once you're unlocking them,
be sure to keep at least 1 - if not 3 or 5 - Ariadna thread all the time so you can escape the Maze. Be sure to stock up every time you stop on Marketplace to sell content. Marketplace inventory will slowly increase as you sell the content you find. Since Maze doesn't have much hidden equipment, you'll find that you need to buy a lot in the city. Just make sure
your party is geared up before you get to the new floor you may have problems. Fill the map with a meticulous detailYou will make a map in Etrian Odyssey and it is up to you how much detail you draw in. However, I propose that everything to make navigation on each floor as simple as possible. You should already mark things like floors, walls, doors, stairs
and various collection points, but it would be wise to expand to mark everything else. Mark treasure chests even if you've already opened them. If you come across someone asking in the Labyrinth, try marking it with an exclamation mark (or something that stands out). Suspicious tiles on the map are also a good use of the question mark. Even consider
painting in water with shades of blue, so that the layout of the floor is easier to understand. Get creative by filling out the map - just make sure you can read it. Look up the stairs when you discover themWhile mapping the floor, you will eventually come across the stairs leading to the next level. When you do this, you should go up the stairs to activate the next
floor before heading back down and leading. This allows you to pick up next-floor quests from the Inn before you start exploring it properly. Avoid enemies like the plague at your first EncounterFormido Oppognatura Exsequens (FOEs) are powerful monsters that openly roam the floor and should certainly be avoided the first time you meet them. While some
foes are passive and walk in a pattern that is relatively easy to avoid, others are aggressive and will hunt until you leave the area. When consistently overrun by aggressive enemies, try to study the map to see if there can be another way to approach it.--- With these tips in mind, the Maze should prove pretty easy, though it still won't be easy. Keep your eyes
peeled here at GameSkinny for more Etrian Odyssey 5 Guides coming soon. Stratum Boss 2Boss-HippogryphHP: 6.254Attack: 78Magic Attack: 70Defense: 53Magic Defense: 49Weakness: Thunder, Head Bind (75%)Resistances: Immune to Instant Death, Stun, PanicNeutral to the rest of Status Ailments listed above. Summary Welcome everyone on the
way to the all-too-familiar forest folk-looking boss! Hippogryph is a tough boss of 2nd Stratum who focuses on physical damage through various physical movements. Strong moves such as Bind Claw (Cut Damage, Line), which can leave your physical attackers helpless when their arms are tied after initial damage, Back Kick (Bash Damage, Pierces) can kill
your line if they don't easily heat up. If that's not enough, he can use Sky Dive (Cut Damage to whole party) to deal big damage to his team quickly. After Sky Dive, Hypogryph will enter a defensive posture called the Wing Shield, reducing the physical damage it deals. Any turn in which he has a wing shield will cause him to throw the rest, which heals him for
500 HP, giving him effective treatment of 1500 HP. If all this sounds like fun, it will always open the fight against Panic Glare, which can cause panic to one party member. His last trick, however, is his powerful Storm (Magic Thunder Damage, Paralyzes), which hits really hard, considering it's more Brawler-style This is the last major battle you'll have with
your basic skills, as you'll unlock legendary titles once you've completed your mission. Tips You should be at least level 25 before trying this boss if you have any doubts. It will always open with Panic Glare, having Therica B on hand and using refresh herbs can alleviate the damage it can do. Hippogryph will put a dent in configuration strategies that require
first rotation to configure properly. Prepare according to Panic Glare influencing an important party member and also react accordingly. Pugilist and Rover's Hound bind skills are highly recommended for this fight, weapons and legs are the most important links to keep it from using its more powerful skills and head-bindings to prevent the use of Lightning
Storm, Rest, and Panic Glare.Lightning Storm is a rare move that won't show up too often during combat and will start throwing it only below 50% to HP. Be careful that it not only deals a surprising amount of damage, but also paralyzes as a status ailment that can lead to a quick wipe. It's a more simple fight. Tying is not an absolute requirement, but if you
have any ties in the composition of the party, grind a little to score points to them. The wing dial may sound OP on paper, but it has a counter. Dealing 500 total damage in one corner breaks your posture and won't heal. Using Thunder Punch you can save pain to deal with damage. The binding of the head also prevents the casting of rest, which allows for
slow chip damage. Tying his weapon also prevents the turn from using the Wing Shield and won't try again until the next time he uses Sky Dive. Panic Glare is not an exclusive first-round movement, it can use it if it is bound or randomly once below 75%, but rarely. Hippogryph is easily closed by binding, using Chain Blast Union can turn tides in your favor.
Hippogryph makes physical damage-oriented sides cry because their DPS is heavily limited by Bind Claw and Sky Dive, which has the added effect of reducing attack power. The Wing Shield also reduces the physical damage it receives during healing. Have you completed all 2nd Stratum Quest? Well, then you have access to some Volt Jars. Use them to
break the Wing Shield with the highest INT user. Scales from INT. Additional tips (Provided by /u/Angel2357) (They are somewhat edited, but almost what Angel2357 said. Thank you, you beautiful person who is you) -Using Shaman's Dance Oracle because it itself is weak for volt despite the use of Volt movement, which Bolt Prayer protects against.-Ailment
Botanist guarantees a mention because it is prone to blind, which will neuter everything you can do. Paralysis can also completely prevent Sky Dive if you're lucky, and won't try again until the next although this also applies to Harbinger.-Sky Dive is very slow and almost always activates at the end of the turn. Anyone who wants to use skills to prevent wipe
the site doesn't have to worry about being Wing shield is not completely needed. Sites with a lower damage output can sit that time, putting in extra buffs, and using Amritas or Hamaos to fill out all TP backups (conveniently, I'm sure Hamao is made using materials in that floor). And if you do not like the thought of letting him heal, someone can try to use a
head binder to allow him to keep protection, but stop him from healing; in the second layer. Sky Dive is used at HP thresholds of 75%, 55% and 35% and only when it first exceeds them. Classes with the recommended SkillsDragoon- Line Guard (5+) and Mana Guard (5+) can help you maintain your damage. The form of defense is also great here due to
almost all the physical damage of the moveset. Warlock- Booster, Lightning and Focus Chant can almost win this fight. Simply manage your TP carefully and the Sorcerer will guide you to victory. Fencer- Chain Shock will cover your elemental weakness when you lead a physical comp team. Optic Thrust can help along with the wind curtain can help your
sideline survive Sky Dive with the excellent Evasion Boost.Pugilist- They almost interrupt this fight in half, their skills all hippogryph counter. You can almost either run Bind Pugilist or Impact Pugilist with Overextertion 5 and Thunder Fist 5. Make sure you bring Theric to protect them from a painfully long arm injury with Bind Claw.Harbinger- Their ailment-
reducing attack can save a team from Sky Dive damage if Dragoon can't guard. Withering Miasma also synergizes really well with Pugilist allowing for easy closure. Necromancer- Chip damage once again, but they will be strong after this fight. Using Wraith Cry to reduce its defenses can help enormously. Do you see sky dive coming? Use the Sharp Shield
to prevent serious damage. This time, this class should be used for assisted purposes. Masurao- This very harmful class, which unfortunately is not very useful for this fight. However! They can still do a few things to help, the well-aligned Armor Pierce (5) can reduce their defense by a good number and throwing the High Ground at each other with Duel gives
them a good DPT (Damage per Turn) for this fight. Shield Wings, however, will negoti their damage significantly so bring these Volt Jars to bust those defenses open. Rover- Hound Rover makes this fight less painful. They have access to the most important bindings and command help can quickly cure status ailments with some really good healing as well.
The target arrow can also help reduce defenses. Shaman- Gift of Heaven and Prayer Volt can help in the highest. As long as you manage Runious Prayer cancels the debuff of Sky Dive and Volt Prayer you almost negate hippogryph's anti-physical injury movements. Use the Gift of Heaven on allies affected by the Sky Dive attack debuff, which will help them
in a huge Action. Botanist- Refresh the herb is the most important skill to have for this fight. Enough of it to the line range instead of a single single Only. Just keep the steady cure going and you're safe from Party Wipes with this fight. Union SkillsChain Blast is the most important Union. It easily disables Hippogryph and allows for 4 turns of damage from you.
Celestrian Union.Tri-Magic almost nukes this health boss. Use high int party members to make the most of it. Celestrian Union.Guard Order closes large amounts of Sky Dive damage. The Brouni Union.Aegis Shield will help you with a big tweak when Thunderstorm is a direct threat to your team. Brouni Union.Link to Stratum 1 Boss 2 17 comments
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